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About the Collection
These poems are by classroom teachers in the 2018 National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH) Teacher Institute, “The Civil Rights Movement: Grassroots Perspectives from 19401980.”
The institute was hosted by the Duke University Franklin Humanities Institute, in collaboration
with the SNCC Legacy Project and Teaching for Change.
The people honored by the poetry are veterans of the Civil Rights Movement. The authors
learned about their work from SNCC Digital (www.snccdigital.org), the CRMvet.org website,
and additional resources shared during the institute.
The approach used to write the poems is from a lesson by Linda Christensen called “Unleashing
Sorrow and Joy: Writing Poetry from History and Literature” in Teaching for Joy and Justice:
Re-imagining the Language Arts Classroom (Rethinking Schools, 2009).
Learn more about the institute at the Teaching for Change website,
http://www.teachingforchange.org/daily-neh-summer-2018
August, 2018.
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Amelia Boynton
By Shonda Dawson
When you write about me make sure you tell them that my
commitment to social action did not start on the Edmund Pettis
Bridge and that I had been putting my hand on the freedom ploy
long before the sixties
Write that I was inspired by my mother, a committed suffragist
Write that I was taught by my father the importance of land ownership
Write that when I was 10 years old I went with my Mama on horse and buggy traveling from
place to place to take women to register and cast their votes
Write that I grew up with the expectation to become a leader
Write that I learned farming techniques from George Washington Carver at Tuskegee University\
Write that I help revitalize the Dallas County Voters League with my husband in the 1930’s
Write that I instilled the lessons and virtues and values into my sons, and my son challenged
segregation in bus terminal in Boynton v. Virginia a case that ruled segregation was illegal in
public transportation
Don’t forget to tell them that I wrote a book about my uncle Robert Smalls, yes the same Robert
Smalls that escaped from slavery with his family on a stolen confederate vessel, to raise money
for our cause
Write that I dedicated my entire life to teaching my people the value of land ownership
Write that I was so committed to voter registration that instead of eating fried chicken, green
beans and sweet tea we planned a mass meeting for a voter registration rally
Write that my home was often used as a place or refuge and rest for the civil rights workers
passing through
Write that in 1964 I was the first black woman in the history of the state of Alabama to run for
congress
Write that I was a business woman
Write that I was on the frontlines of the March from Selma to Montgomery and that I was tear
gassed and beaten unconscious on Bloody Sunday
Write that at 104 years old I crossed the Edmund Pettis Bridge again for the 50th anniversary.
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Write that I was called the matriarch of the voting rights movement
Now if you are going to tell them what I did please make sure you tell them what I said
On humanity:
“Only until all human beings begin to recognize themselves as human beings will prejudice be
gone forever. People ask me what race I am, but there is no such thing as race. I just answer: "I'm
a member of the human race.”
On life: Write that I believe “the quality, not the longevity, of one’s life is what is important!!!!”
When recognizing my life remember I lived by one mantra: A voteless people is a hopeless
people
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For Amzie Moore
By Ben Phillis
Write that I had to pick cotton to care for myself in the Jim Crow
South when my mother died at age 14.

I became a registered black voter in the 1930s. Systemic violence
did not deter me.

I risked my life in World War II for a country that gave me only second-class citizenship. Seeing
the world changed my view of that level of citizenship and alleged white superiority.

I used hard work after returning to America to gain business opportunities and wealth in my
community. Even though meritocracy is often a myth for the oppressed, still I rose.

I had more wealth than many black people around me. I was constantly worried for those who
were worse off than me, so I fought for them to have food, clothes, and a job.

I went to the Emmett Till trial, though it was packed with white community members, white
police, and the possibility of death. The black community went to show white people that there
would be no more of what we’d experienced the past 30-40 years. There was strength in
numbers.

I wanted some fairness in the courts, but it would not come under the current system. So I looked
to make change.

I had no fear of the small-minded.

I stood up to white supremacists that I knew had killed three or four people.
I claimed that I wasn’t that brave, but my actions speak leader than my words.
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I proposed a major voter registration movement in Mississippi that helped change American
politics forever. Ella Baker sent me Bob Moses, who I helped grow into a powerful young
leader.

I helped SNCC build essential networks to organize that voting movement as a local leader in the
Delta region. I used my position as an NAACP official and a business owner to protect and
serve.

I put life, liberty, and property on the line for people I hardly knew.

I was certainly impressed by them, though. The blue jeans wearers had an astounding lack of
fear.

I gave those blue jeans-clad SNCC workers living in my house cheese and peaches. This
physical sustenance in good company sustained us all mentally. The constant smiles from SNCC
organizers never faded. Those smiles celebrated our successes in Mississippi, both large and
small.

Write that I, Amzie Moore, was not unknown and should never cease to be. My role, like every
other single human in the movement, was indispensable.
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Anne Braden
By Bethany Hobbs
Write that I was born into a white, middle class family.
That like others in the South, we went to church on Sunday.
And it’s alright with me if you write that I was moved by
religion.
You know, I loved the parts about universal brotherhood and
sisterhood,
Of loving your neighbor as yourself.
But write that the world I grew up in didn’t align with the teachings of Jesus.
Because when my clothes got old,
They became hand-me-downs for a Black girl who was taller than me.
So the clothes were not only worn out, they also didn’t fit.
My family thought it was generous and compassionate. I didn’t.
Write that I was taught to be paternalistic,
But that even as a child I was questioning. I was developing a different idea of fairness.

Write that I was educated. I went to college! And that was a big deal for me at the time.
Ok, I admit. I didn’t want to go to an all women’s college at first.
I mean, I was worried I wouldn’t find a husband, y’all!
You can write that.
But I figured World War II would decrease the number of men on campuses anyway, so I did it.
And what a relief to be surrounded by only women!
Write that I had been taught to make myself as attractive as possible to men;
to hide the fact that I have a brain since men don't like smart women;
to learn to make men feel important;
to be a belle of the ball;
But write that in college I no longer felt I had to downplay my intelligence.
I found mentors who showed me that my life could break through the limits of womanhood I had
been offered.
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Write that I learned life is about building stronger communities,
And that personal happiness wasn’t as important as contributing to making the world better.

Write that I took my career as a journalist seriously.
And when I was covering stories from the courthouse in Birmingham in 1946,
I knew it was wrong to see a young black man sentenced to 20 years in prison
for accusations from a white woman that he looked at her
in an “insulting way.”
But be sure to write that it wasn’t just wrong
because of the injustice towards the Black man;
Write that “the white woman, by playing into the stereotype that white women must be
protected, was doing something terrible to herself.”

And my political consciousness was expanding again at that time.
Write that I realized I grew up white- absorbing the picture provided for me
of myself as privileged because of the color of my skin.
Write that I,
against all efforts of people to socialize me for that particular place in society,
sure as hell refused this way of life.
Write that I decided, “No, I have had enough!”
I refused to be a tool of white supremacy.
Write that I was certain of this, “In this racist society we who are white will overcome our
oppression as women only when we reject once and for all the privileges conferred on us by our
white skin.”
And it’s important for you to write one more of the ways I had been a part of American society.
Write that I had believed people were well off because they were smart, disciplined, and
hardworking.
And that if people were poor it meant they had made bad decisions or were lazy.
But write that when I was working at the Louisville Times, I often helped Carl Braden write
reports about labor organizing.
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Write that Carl, who had grown up in a working class family, helped me commit myself to
ending class oppression. And that I helped him commit himself to the battle against white
supremacy.
Write that I married Carl Braden so that we could work together.

Write that we bought a house for Andrew Wade, a Black man, and his family.
And we bought the house in an all white neighborhood.
Write that we didn’t do this because we were traitors to our race or that we were “reds.”
Please, y’all. This nonsense! But to use communism to divide people was a real tactic.
But we didn’t do it to save the Wade family, because I was never intended to be a missionary!
We did this because it was the right thing to do!
We did it because we had been working for fair housing with others in our community for years!
We did it because our consciousness demanded it.
I wasn’t alone in my understanding,
So don’t write that I was the first Southern, white, middle class woman to recognize these
contradictions.
There were so many who did this before me, who were also doing it at the same time as me,
so write that I was a part of a legacy.

Write that I was an activist,
A strategist, an organizer. Write that I was a mentor.
Write about the ways I supported the movement while also participating in it.
With my humor. With my refusal to stop. With my belief that we’re going to win.
Don’t write about how anything in my life was extraordinary, just write one last thing:
In any of the places in your life you’ve been given one option, you do have another choice.
“You don’t have to be a part of the world of the lynchers. You can join the other America.”
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Annie Pearl Avery
By Jessica A. Rucker
Write that I was born in Birmingham po’ and didn’t come off no
college campus/

That I experienced police barging into my home searching for my
brother
And that my uncle was lynched/
Write that I was exposed to continuous violence
So I went down to that station to meet the Freedom Riders/
I couldn’t get through the police barricades, but write that I managed to meet Wilson Brown/

Write that I was arrested in Georgia and my life was threatened/

So I walked the Edmund Pettus Bridge on Bloody Sunday/

I sat at the lunch counters and I carried weapons for protection
What that I said, “Lord if that man sits and pours ketchup on me, I’m just gonna have to go
off…”/
I was gently asked by Reverend Shuttlesworth to leave the counters because like me, he wasn’t
sure if I could practice nonviolence/
Write that I had a habit of pushing the movement’s limits/

So I began organizing with SNCC/

I directed voter registration in Hale County, Alabama and /
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Write that I’ve never abandoned my commitment to civil rights struggle/

I was arrested in 2014 at the Alabama State Capitol and two weeks ago I was supporting the Poor
People’s Campaign/
Write that I believe “when you stand up for right, right will prevail…
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Bayard Rustin
By Jordan Dietrich
I ask of you no shining gold:
I seek not epitaph or fame:
No monument of stone for me,
For man need never speak my name.
You probably don’t know my name, and that’s always been ok by me
I wrote these words in high school, where I learned a thing or two about partial freedoms
An integrated school in 1920s West Chester but no dinner in white friends’ homes
As long as you reap the seeds I sowed, I do not care if you know my role
But if you must reveal that I was the movement’s “intellectual engineer”
Write that I was born with freedom on my mind
Descendants of border state slavery told “not yet”
Came into this world the same year 62 black bodies hung like “strange fruit”
Write that I learned my moral compass from ma’s Quaker faith
But grandpa taught the value of hard work
Together, they taught many children to stand up for human dignity
Their support of the NAACP meant I learned of Jim Crow from visiting scholars
People like DuBois brought word, right after he kicked me from my bed

Write that I was enraged by the injustices of my southern brethren
But don’t think life in West Chester was without its faults
Yet ma taught me "hate was a tiresome thing"
I would not give in, devoting life to solutions instead
Long before famous moments, I practiced direct action,
an independent warrior determined to take on Jim Crow
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Write that education called, but three colleges later, justice called louder
Singing along the way, I found my way to the Youth Communist League
From town to town I spoke out against war, believing millions of guns
did nothing to pull us from poverty

Write that just like America time again, YCL abandoned racial equality
But A. Phillip Randolph had a plan.
Together, we pushed FDR to desegregate defense, but couldn’t win the troops
How many times must we endure partial freedom

Write that in 42, Uncle Sam called my name but I preferred jail
“Any practice which separates man from his brother is evil”
3 years of straight agitation I made sure they regretted incarcerating me
Write that I didn’t want to go to Montgomery
But no one tells Randolph no
Out with the guns & the guards, in with their Sunday Best,
As they basked in the non-violent light, Ella & I found SCLC
Write that we didn’t mind the movement used our tactics but not our names
After Greensboro Ella said it wasn’t about hamburgers,
but I won myself a bite 20 years before
Convinced a waitress serving me wouldn’t stop white customers

Write that sometimes your enemy is clear
Hoover was no friend of mine
Yet sometimes your enemy looks like your brother
Powell Jr. threatened to spread false rumors about the King & I
I learned loyalty is conditional, respectability politics ruled
Over 20 arrests did not protect my role
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Yet write that the movement meant more to me than any relationship
A hundred years after emancipation it was time for the big 6 march
Make the world see our demands for freedom and jobs too
Every detail covered, I willed a success
A quarter million dreaming will do

Write that injustice anywhere called my name
I was not confined to one and spoke my mind
I never hid myself from the world, but the world wasn’t always ready for me
Even children’s books don’t tell my full story but I hope you do
“The barometer has moved.” The LGBTQ community demands their freedom too
50 years after our March, Obama granted me a freedom medal as wedding bells began to chime
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Bernard Lafayette Jr.
By Griffin Pepper
Write that I was afraid.
As a child, my nightmares of visiting ghosts would keep me
awake.
So, I went to the cemetery.
Night after night, I returned, unbroken, to defeat my demons.
Write that I fight my fear.

Write that I was a grandson who loved his grandma.
She taught me the harsh reality of living in our skin
in the South.
One day, we paid the streetcar conductor our fee,
walked to the back of the car.
The conductor pulled away, trying to steal our fare,
and we ran.
Grandma almost fell as she reached for the rail,
humiliated by this conductor,
But she never gave up her dignity.

After that day, I committed to the movement
and joined the NAACP.
At twelve years old.
Write that I learned from my ancestors,
and I will not let them down.

Write that I was only one of thousands of souls
committed to nonviolence.
That James Bevel,
Jim Lawson,
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Ralph Abernathy,
and Colia Lidell, my wife,
Write that we chose nonviolence to win people over
by showing them love.

Write that I was a Freedom Rider,
And I have the scars to prove it.
One on my head, about the size of
a golf ball.
It’s sore still.

Write that I took Selma with Colia.
With SNCC, we volunteered to lead the voter registration drive,
To give our brothers and sisters a voice,
To unify us with our democratic rights,
To insist that justice come to Selma.

Write that I was beaten but survived
The same night Medgar was shot and killed.

Write that I saw individuals fight against the system,
And write that they believed justice would come.

Write that we still believe.
Write that we still work.
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Sprouting Revolution: Betita Martínez
By Billy Rutherford
Write that revolutionary roots run through me,
roots that sprouted up from a new seed
planted with my father’s words that I still heed.
He told stories of the campesinos rising,
Zapata marching in from across the horizon
coming to Mexico City, laying rest to the old sun
our people dancing to the beat of a bold gun,
my heart racing in my father’s lap like Zapatistas on the run.
Write that I didn’t rely on the lies I heard in school,
for my father educated me so I wouldn’t grow up a fool.
I knew Uncle Sam bombed Veracruz and spilled my people’s blood,
and that stars and stripes meant conquest was roaring in like a flood.

Write that even as I grew up learning revolution,
I believed my own skin was adding to pollution.
My suburban school had a freshly cut green lawns and pale faces
telling me that brown kids, like black kids, were nothing but disgraces.
Going into town, I learned to navigate the back of the bus,
being told to accept second class status without a fuss.

Write that I am Betita Martínez, whose name reveals I am a Chicana,
and I claim this name to stand with the people, my people, la Raza.
Remember that I once hid this name and called myself Elizabeth Sutherland,
scared that I would not put food on the table if the white man knew my motherland.
Write that as a grown woman, being a publisher in New York did not gain my father’s praise,
for he wanted more for me than some change, a picket fence, and kids to raise,
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so he pulled me outside the Big Apple, beyond the belly of the beast
to Cuba, where the revolution was sweeter than Snapple, rising like bread with double yeast.

Write that socialist Cuba created a socialist me,
and I came back to the beast’s gut with new eyes to see
that the life I must live I can’t find in soap operas on TV,
so instead I joined the struggle, coming to SNCC’s office excitedly.

Write that the four young souls ripped from their church in Birmingham
sent me South in ‘64, quitting my job with a mission in hand,
to chase freedom that summer,
traveling distances like a marathon runner.
Write that my mother’s white skin and European roots didn’t shield me from white supremacy,
and that shared oppression led to my belief in Brown and Black solidarity,
a bond that lasted past SNCC’s move to be all-black,
which left me with confusion and a bag to pack.

Write that I went to the part of Mexico they call new but I know is old
land that colonization ripped from home to fit an American mold.
I next went to the bay and ran for governor
seeking to become the people’s comforter.

Write that I was not red or blue, dissatisfied with the two-party system,
knowing that both options dull our mind and keep us in prison.
I’ve seen identity politics do much of the same,
keeping the downtrodden apart without seeing who’s truly to blame.

Write that I see white supremacy crushing black, brown, poor without stopping to hesitate.
Write that I wrote, “let us tear down all such prisons together. Go liberate!”
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For Bob Moses
SNCC organizer
By Andrew Stein
Write that I am a teacher
That I learned of the Movement first from students, who started
sit-ins
That I risked my life for those students
For their mothers and for their fathers
And for their children
For my three children

Write that I was in Mississippi
That I learned from the warriors of this state
And amplified the voices of these warriors, the real Cold Warriors

Write that I am part of a family of organizers
That I learned from Ella Baker
That I am the legacy of Ella Baker
And I learned from Amzie Moore
Who taught me about the significance of voting rights
Who helped me to establish the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party

Write that even though I began the project of voter registration in the Delta
Even as I nurtured the leadership of other younger SNCC volunteers
I walked in their shoes
James Chaney
Mickey Schwerner
Andrew Goodwin
Joyce Ladner
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Maria Varela
Judy Richardson
I continue to walk in their shoes

Write that I embodied solidarity between North and South
And between peoples of the Global South
My wife Janet and I moved to Tanzania to teach the mathematics of liberation
And afterward I went to Cambridge to earn a PhD in the philosophy of mathematics

Write that I am still a math teacher today
Director of the Algebra Project
Student, leader, warrior
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C.C. Bryant
By Sarah Bugay
Write that I asked Moses to come down
Way, way down to Mississippi land.
That we worked to register our voice, our thoughts, our
opinions—our right to vote.
For the right to vote was announcing our citizenship
It was declaring our rights
Write that I knew we lived in Klan Kountry
I Know that.
I Knew that.
And despite all that knowing, knowing what the white men might do to me; knowing what the
Klan might do to me,
Write that I knew what was right—that without freedom for all, there is freedom for none.

Write that I fought back. Oh yes, I fought back.
Struck back with my organizing,
Punched back with my talking,
Fired back with gunfire.
Write that while they could, and did, bomb my barbershop, my house, and my brother’s house,
they could not destroy the movement.
Write that their acts of hate could not match our collective objective.
Write that I said, “You can’t come here and start. Someone’s got to bring you.”
Write that we in McComb understand community
And our community was ready for a change.

Write that I am C.C. Bryant
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For Clyde Kennard
By Youssef Carter
——————————
“Ode to the Death Angel”
It’s true my eyes are dim
My hands are growing cold
Well take me on then
That I might at least become my soul

(Clyde Kennard wrote those lines three days before his death in the summer of 1963; while
unjustly imprisoned due to his attempt to integrate Mississippi Southern University, he
contracted colon cancer and was still made to labor on the cotton plantation of Parchman
Penitentiary. This military veteran was denied medical attention. Due to his failing by health, He
was later released but not exonerated. Weighing less than 100 pounds, He wrote those words as
his body was rapidly deteriorating.)
——————————

If by chance you should drive
along highway 32
and cross the Parchman
And you should pass a large tree
Standing wide
Tall and proud
At its base

There is an etching
Of a name
Passed down to these tired bones
From wrinkled hands
Calloused from many harvests
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Sentenced to the hard labor
Of trying to make a way
When there was none
If by chance you should find that tree
Know that at its base
Is where I buried a silent prayer
Into a soil burned by the bloody sweat
Pulled from the backs of a blues people
Sentenced to the hard labor
Of trying to build a nation
Behind enemy lines

If by chance you should plunge your hands
Into that Mississippi soil
Know that at its base
Is where I asked for the strength
To die a good death

If by chance you should remember me
Write that I was strong
Tell my mother
That I did not die alone
My Lord was with me

If by chance you should remember me
Write that I was brave
Write that I tried to free my people
Write that I tried to free you too
Write that I am still here
I am standing with you
Encouraging you to hold the line
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Dear sons and daughters
You still have a long way to go
You still have a lot of ground to cover
Not only can you do it
You must
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Colia Liddell Lafayette
By Jillian Villars
Write that I, born and raised in Hinds County, Mississippi in
1940
Follow in the footsteps of my mother and father
both registered voters
Write that I grew up in the pews of the progressive Baptist
church
And in the red dirt fields where my father organized farm laborers
Write that my childhood home was a place of refuge for voter registration activists
Write that my big brother and I crawled stealthily through the peach orchards and pecan groves
Waiting for the mailman to leave us a buffalo nickel each day
Write that once we tried to spend our buffalo nickel on a Coke
But a white customer poured the coke on the floor
And let her dog lap it up
Saying she’d rather give a dog a coke before us
We were 3 and 5 years old.

Write that I went on to attend Tougaloo College
Where I founded the NAACP Youth Council in Jackson
Write that I organized on behalf of women, youth, workers and the homeless
Write that our organizing convinced Charlie Cobb to stay in the Mississippi delta “war zone” in
‘62
Write that I experienced police brutality in the Birmingham in ‘63

Write that I was a field secretary for SNCC in Alabama
that I became executive secretary of SNCC

Write that I love farming
Write that I love the red dirt of Mississippi
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that I can farm anywhere
That I taught my children to farm
Outside Canton, Mississippi
Where Black Power was born

Write that I am a Pan-Africanist
That my roots go back to indigenous West and East Africa
Write that I was an organizer in the Black Power Movement
Write that I was an editor for the Jackson Advocate
Write that I worked for Cynthia McKinney
When she ran as the Presidential candidate for the Green Party in 2008
Write that I ran for US Senate in 2012
with a top priority of free education for all
from preschool through college.
Write that I support the Movement for Black Lives
Write that Black Power and the Movement for Black Lives
Are successors of the Civil Rights Movement
Which began with black voters like my mother and father
And which never really ended.
Because the fight for justice never ends.
And I must leave my footsteps for the next generation to follow
They have big shoes to fill.
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Cordy Tindell (C.T.) Vivian
By Yeshi Gusfield
Write that I was trained to resist oppression from childhood.

First, I resisted with my feet, moving from Missouri where my
family were tenant farmers to Macomb, Illinois where we had
more opportunities.
Write that as a young adult in 1947 Preoria Illinois, I sat in to successfully desegregate Barton’s
Cafeteria - 13 years before the sit-in movement went viral.

I was there, in Nashville, when the sit-in movement finally gained momentum. I was there
studying the philosophy and tactics of Ghandian non-violence in ministry school and there
protesting for equal rights outside of the mayor’s office alongside the founders of SNCC.

I joined the SCLC and was very close with Martin King.
I fully embraced non-violence both as a philosophy of life and a political tactic. For me, nonviolence was truly what the movement was about.

I was a freedom rider, replacing injured members of the first wave of CORE activists.
Sent to Parchman Prison where I was beaten.

In 1965 Selma, Alabama I called Sheriff Jim Clark a racist Nazi before he famously beat me in
front of national media, exposing his immorality.
In front of the cameras, I proclaimed, “We’re willing to be beaten for democracy and you misuse
democracy in the streets!”

I led wade-ins in Florida to desegregate public beaches.
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In 1966, I shifted my attention North to organize against racism in the union movement and to
negotiate truces between rival gangs in Chicago.
I worked on Jesse Jackson’s 1984 campaign, I have consulted with 5 presidents on issues of civil
rights, and I founded the Anti-Klan Network and Black Action Strategies and Information Center
(BASIC) which my son currently runs.

Write that I see the legacy of the Civil Rights Movement everywhere, that I am proud of the
work we did, and that at 94, I continue to support struggles for justice from my home in Atlanta,
Georgia.
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Dorie Ladner
By Raymond Brookter
Write that I…
From Palmer’s Crossing came
To protest burning crosses
To protest daily losses
Of dignity
To protest right to our names
To protest against an enemy
That would demean and disrespect
To protest an enemy that with cowardly mobs
Would take your neck.

Write that I
Lived in a state where no one seemed to need us
Except to hold one race supreme.
They called us bottom feeders.
Daily abuse of soul, body, and mind
Made us wonder if the time
Would ever come when we could be free?
In these fields would we shed blood for Liberty?
Write that I…
Read about heroes and heroines of justice
In days when the world sure needed ‘em
As a teenage girl, I dreamed about freedom.
Yet told in Mississippi that such visions were vanity
For Blacks in those times it was considered insanity
Yet holding feelings within
Seemed to be more of a sin
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Being told you could be anything in this nation
But could not win.
Write that I…
Wouldn’t let a clerk manhandle me
Wouldn’t let a racist jerk demean me
Beneath my clothes
Or strangle me.
So, I went roughneck
Put the attacker in check
Turned his so-called smooth move
Into a trainwreck.

Write that I…
Gave the movement my support
Against my mother’s protest
To express or redress
Injustice
Done to My people
But I remember her retort
That I should have killed the white man
That handled me as a sport
So with that implicit endorsement
I gave it my all
Write that I…
Fought for freedom
Until the nation saw Segregation fall.
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For Eldridge Willie (E.W.)
Steptoe
By Will Ehrenfeld
Write that I organized my neighbors in Mississippi
10 years before Freedom Summer showed us what could be.
Write that I brought the NAACP and SNCC to Amite County,
Planting seeds of liberty that would grow into trees.

Write that I held meetings on my little farm,
Despite warnings that it could bring harm.
Write that I grabbed Bob Moses by the arm,
Insisting he stay, but refusing to disarm.

Write that I saw a comrade killed by our representative,
Simply for demanding the rights that ought to be his.
From then on, I carried a gun to guarantee justice.
Write that I lived to vote the murderer out of office.

In the face of danger,
My resolve never wavered.
Neither sheriff nor hooded Klan
Could interrupt my labor.

Write that I stood up to be counted,
And held firm where many faltered.
Above all, write that my fight was successful,
This grandson of slaves voted and ran for office
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Ella Baker "We Who Believe
in Freedom Cannot Rest
Until it Comes"
By Catherine Thompson
I was born into the freedom struggle
My grandmother, “Bet” Ross introduced me
she refused to marry the man chosen by her enslaver
Her resistance was punished brutally
But she danced until dawn at every celebration-her spirit unbroken and resilient.

My formative years at Shaw nurtured me intellectually
Deepening my understanding of the world around me
Cultivating my resistance to unjust authority.
I advocated for the right of classmates to wear silk stockings
not because I wore them
but because it should be their right to wear what they wanted.
It was the twenties after all.
Write that I found a new home in New York
at the Harlem branch library and the YWCA.
That I thrived on those streets
immersed in a black political life and community organizing
hungry to learn everything I didn’t know.
Write that I began networking there-Cultivating a black book of activists to call on from anywhere.
I organized with the NAACP and SCLC for years,
I was indispensable in each.
But let them know that I was an outside within.
I defied top down leadership
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challenged undemocratic structures and
transgressed gender norms —
like when I distributed copies of the Crisis in pool-rooms.
I refused to pander to male egos.
I believed in the movement, not in organizations.

I built trust and relationships
through discussion, debate, and struggle.
Know that I was interested in creating leadership,
not leaders.
In truth, my ego was never at stake.
“Strong people don’t need strong leaders,” ya’ll.
I think that’s why they call me the godmother of SNCC.
Write that I’m Miss Ella Baker and I said this:
“We who believe in freedom cannot rest until it comes.”
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Fannie Lou Hamer
By Kasha Hayes
I held the cotton boll
in my fingers as I worked the fields
as a child, understanding that
“sharecropping was just slavery by a gentler name.”
Write that I didn’t let that stop me.
My mother was strong and resilient,
and she taught me to love myself
because black is beautiful.
As a young woman, I was sterilized
without my consent,
known at that time as the “Mississippi appendectomy.”
Write that I didn’t let that stop me.
I adopted two little girls with my husband, Pap
And later, four young men taught me about voting
I tried to register, but failed the test,
and on the way home, the police stopped our bus,
claiming it was “too yellow.”
Write that I didn’t let that stop me.
I lost my job and the night riders
shot in my house.
I went back to retake the literacy test
and register to vote. I passed.
I raised my voice in song and
Truth-telling, joining the Movement.
While I was in South Carolina,
I was intimidated, and arrested,
and brutally beaten, leaving permanent damage.
Write that I didn’t let that stop me.
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I helped found
the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party,
and ran for Congress.
I voted for myself.
I brought national attention
to our lack of representation at the
Democratic National Convention.
LBJ tried to distract America from knowing
the Truth.
Write that I didn’t let that stop me.
I ran for Congress again,
and marched with Dr. King,
and helped register people to vote.
During that time, my daughter died as we tried
to find her a hospital that would treat black patients.
Write that I didn’t let that stop me.
I helped desegregate schools in
Sunflower County, helped introduce Head Start,
and founded the Freedom Farms Cooperative.
Above all else, I loved the Lord, and I knew
that I had to keep going because
“Nobody is free until everybody is free.”
That is why you can write that I never stopped.
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Flonzie Brown Wright
By Lynn Schneider
Write that I was born and raised in Farmhaven
With “fireside family values.”
We worked, we prayed, we respected our elders.
my mother and father were strong, faithful, and
independent.
Write that I walked in their footsteps.

Write that I learned and grew at Holy Child Jesus School.
The Franciscan Sisters taught us well and prepared us to be somebody.
Sister Thea Bowman was my classmate and my friend.
Write that we learned to serve in that little Catholic School, and serve we did.
Write that Medgar’s murder was my call to join the fight
And I answered the call with all I had learned.
NAACP Director in Canton, I did it all, whatever was needed.
I made things happen in Madison County.
I fed 3000 marchers and gave them a place to rest their heads
With little notice, but we made it happen in Canton.
THAT call came from Dr. King.
Write that I was taught to “make a way out of no way.”

Write that in 1962 I went to the courthouse on the square to register to vote.
“Habeus Corpus was my test.
The hateful old white registrar told me I failed, called me a name, and
Told me to get the hell out of his office.
Annie Devine told me to run for office, so I did.
In 1968 I ran for election commissioner of the county.
Write that I won that race, and I became that mean old registrar’s BOSS.
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Write that “I didn’t choose the movement, the movement chose me.”
I am proud I took what I was taught and became an organizer,
a planner, a leader, and a fighter who fought with style and love.
I am grace and dignity personified with my
fashionable attire, ladylike manner, and soft voice;
Don’t let that fool you.
Write that I am stronger than any old steel magnolia.

Write that I am Flonzie Brown Wright.
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Harry T. Moore
By Julie Yick Gilbride
Write that I had a passion for teaching & learning,
Unlocking the keys to reading & writing, building discipline and
character, and daring my students to dream
Write that I was born in 1905 and was raised on the land in rural
Houston, Florida, nurtured and loved by my mother and father, until the age of 9
when my father died young, I moved to Jacksonville and was raised by my three aunts, respected
teachers in the community, while my mom toiled on the cotton fields back home
Write that I loved deeply and treasured my wife Harriett, a dedicated and courageous teacher,
and our two daughters, Juanita and Peaches
Write that I lived with conviction, believing that teachers should be paid fairly, according to hard
work and qualifications, not color & pigmentation
Write that I organized with the all black, Florida State Teachers Association and filed the first
lawsuit in the Deep South for equal salaries between black and white teachers.
Backed by the NAACP and Thurgood Marshall, we took pride in making legal strides for our
teachers and communities, and established a future foundation
Pouring my passion for justice into political organizing, I spearheaded the Florida state NAACP
conference, helped establish the Progressive Voters League, and organized voter registration
campaigns all over the state...
Write that I paid a price for pursuing justice, fired from teaching and blacklisted, because white
school officials wanted me to teach about democracy & the Constitution only on their own terms
Beyond education and voting, I researched the epidemic of lynchings, launched investigations,
advocated for justice, and studied every single lynching in the state of Florida
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Alongside my NAACP peers, we fought back against police brutality, misconduct and murder
Write that I mourned too many black brothers and sisters who were killed by the state and the
officials who professed to love freedom, but rather than weep, I used the law as a weapon
1949: Groveland Rape Case: Three black men were accused of raping a white woman.
Local courts convicted, but two years later, the Supreme Court exonerated and cleared their
names
Enraged by the court, the local Florida Sherriff Willis McCall took the law in his own hands and
murdered these men, claiming that they tried to attack him, while still handcuffed and shackled
Outraged and undeterred by his power and position, I demanded the indictment of Sherriff Willis
McCall, determined that this white supremacist murderer should pay the price
But the tides shifted, and on Christmas of 1951, my wife and I were killed by a bomb placed
under our house, and like so many others, the murders were conveniently never resolved…
While the country has protested and mourned too many senseless tragedies, it is now up to the
living
Write that the struggle continues, and your charge is to fight racism & ignorance, condemn
violence, and never give up
Your greatest responsibility is to teach our children and grandchildren, the next generation,
because the struggle for justice must rise each morning with the sun, and like our students, we
must all dare to dream….
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Hollis Watkins
By Aaron Broudo
Write that I woke up EVERY morning with my mind on
freedom.

I wanted to go to the library, sit down at a restaurant.
Get an education….

I did not want to HAVE to question Mississippi
So I left it or tried to…

I tried to go to California, to go West, to get an education.

Really I was disgusted by Mississippi until...until....until...
The Freedom Riders…

Just knowing about them made all the difference. They drew me home to Mississippi (so how
disgusted was I?)

I got an education but not the one I had expected.

Bob Moses found the power in me. Actually, I found the power in myself. But he really listened.

I wanted us to solve the problems ourselves-for the people of Mississippi to ask and listen to
each other. Because that’s where the power is.
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Write that I did a few things but it was everybody who did many things.

When the young people I was arrested and I smiled at the noose because of the people of
Mississippi.
I was a bridge between young outsiders and old insiders…Because I was born in Mississippi I
can’t leave it. I never left, I kept working

....Write, Write that I kept my Eyes on the Prize.
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I, James Forman
By Brian McDonald
Write that I was born in Chicago but grew up in Mississippi
Poverty and Jim Crow is what I could hear and see
When I was six I couldn’t drink my soda in the drugstore
This first memory of racism left me wanting to know more
I reported on the desegregation of Little Rock
I was inspired while others chose to harass and mock
I was a leader of SNCC, telling new recruits, “Here, man, it’s your day on the broom”
But I wouldn’t ask anyone to do anything I wasn’t willing to do in the room
I used “a ‘hands-off’ approach to SNCC’s organizing in the field
Allowing others to develop was the power I could wield
I ensured workers in Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia could do their jobs
Organizing projects and raising money could not stop supremacy or prevent the mobs
I still made every effort to march, move and walk
Others saw me as a change agent and an agitator talking the talk
My style and approach often conflicted with the King
For a single leader, a messiah, might not be working
Ultimately, equality was the goal
Change did come to fill my soul
I encouraged workers and volunteers to “write it down”
Recording the experiences and testimonies seemed right and sound
Write that I am James Forman.
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James Orange
By Holly Jordan
When you tell my story,
start by saying my arrest was a catalyst
for the march from Selma to Montgomery.

But then,
don't talk about me,
talk about Jimmie Lee Jackson
who was shot in the stomach by police while protesting my imprisonment.

Talk about how he was protecting his family.
Talk about how he died eight days later.
Talk about how his death inspired the march
because folks wanted to take his physical and metaphorical body
to the governor's door.

If you talk about me,
say that I worked alongside Dr. King.
Say that I was standing below the balcony
when he was assassinated.

Write that I,
after marching with King and the sanitation workers in 1968,
went on to organize workers
for 30 years.

Write that I stood
with the AFL-CIO
and with Cesar Chavez.
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Don't write
that I, at 300 pounds and 6 foot 3,
was called the gentle giant.
Everyone always writes that.
Instead
talk about my commitment to non-violence.
It was lifelong.
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Jimmie Lee Jackson
By Michael Brandon
I left Marion to serve my country, only to die for democracy
outside a cafe downtown
Chivalry is murderous for a Black man claiming full citizenship
Blackjacks bruised my American body
Bullets pierced my black skin

I was a loyal son slain in a Dixie where it was the ballot and the bullet
White bigots acted with impunity when
I died for a beloved community

Write that Black lives matter
Write that I, too, had a dream
Write that you will be redeemed from this nightmare
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For Maria Varela
By Tracey Barrett
One of two Latinas in SNCC, folks didn’t know what to make of
me

But they knew what I wrote -- materials to teach adult literacy

I worked on books, photos, filmstrips, poetry

Of Black farmers, creating okra co-ops, in action, leading, transforming their community.
We showed political organizing in Lowndes County, Mrs. Hamer’s autobiography- any
alternative to Dick and Jane, to white is right, cultural hegemony.
Selma’s Sheriff shut down our project. He arrested my staff.

I didn't stop, for 3 years I did the same in Mississippi.

Write that I wrote, and I knew, as did old Jim Clark
That you can’t be what you can’t see.
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Prathia Hall
By Andrea Hall
Write that I hail from above, claim the city that shares brotherly
love
Write that I am ashamed of how you could be so loyal to oppress
a people and claim they’re Christian morals
Write that I as a kid I went to white schools, I have the same education, I learned the same tools,
I have the same power as the white kids do, maybe a little smarter, I worked harder, because my
skins a little darker
Write that the fight was in my blood, I was raised for movement, soon I joined SNCC, I knew I
had to do it, equality is our right, we students fought to prove it, white people had the power, but
they were soon to lose it.
With SNCC I traveled many places, where they needed me to be, one time I went to protest in
Maryland, I got jailed for 2 weeks
Given all the trouble you’d think that I would stop, but I didn’t, went to Georgia, and there I got
shot. But through it all, I canvass, I register, and I keep the hope because there's no excuse at all
for my folks not to vote
Write that I had a dream, a speech before king, repeated rhythmic rhythms, he would later use
the same, but not to take his fame, Doc did amazing things.
Write that I, Prathia Hall, too got lost, in the list of names that formed the pillar, where the men
appeared to be the boss.
Write that I had a voice, it was strong and it was used, write that I could speak and the crowd
would be moved, write that I served a purpose, and though you may not know my face, I played
a role in the movement, and helped the movement earn its place.
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Write that I, That We: Reverend Frederick
D. Reese // A Poem
By Jessica Kibblewhite
Selma, you know the one.
More of us in jail than on the voting rolls:
18th of February, 1965;
On the Edmund Pettus Bridge:
Reconstruction, we’re not done with you;
Civil Rights Act, 1964; you weren’t keeping promises (again)...
And so we marched. Again.
Tall. Strong. Many.
Make sure you write what we were moving towards:
More than freedom, but humanity heinously overdue;
Jimmie Lee Jackson, reaching for your mother, fell;
Murdered by a man who would only serve six months:
Police, you know what do did then, as now.
Write that we, on that steel-arched bridge, saw the grand dragon
standing with his men in blue; Confederate flags giddy that day
through the tear gas and screams; children, too:
They never spare a one.
Whips and wire: you tried to cut us down;
But write that the world saw you, and we rose against (again);
you couldn’t keep us down with your
Guns and your fear;
And still we rise. We rose.
And me, as many, like phoenix;
Upwards from this day and onwards;
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Write that I kept marching after that.
Your fear was not mine; I knew how to fly with fire;
I knew that voting is the sword we’d use to slay that dragon,
and the other reptiles that crawl around him, green and afraid;
Write that I left the Edmund Pettus and continued on to
The Dallas County Voter’s League, 1965, and
became the president.
Write that I had strength aplenty, resistant to your flames;
I was a proud teacher and forged unions, and so
Reverend King came to Selma (again) and we organized;
Ever committed to the strength of scholars in classrooms
And beyond its crumbling, segregated walls.
As a reverend — revered — and Principal of a school,
I later became a Councilman and changed the minds of those
Moneyed men at Walmart to promote men and women to
Managers;
And later, because history has a funny way of burning coals,
Write that I now have three miles of Route 80
in Klan country, USA, IN,
that bears my name:
Reverend Frederick D. Reese,
And please, don’t forget to write that I looked
Damn good in a hat, and always wore a suit
And tie.
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Radical Rosa
By Tina Tosto
History paints me as tired, old Rosa.
Seen but not heard.
Poster-child of the Civil Rights Movement.
Quiet. Polite.

Rewrite my history.
You can say that I was tired,
But write that I was tired of inequality and injustice.
Tell them that I was thinking of Emmett Till,
Whose murderers were free before me.
Write that I didn’t just say: “no.”
I had the audacity to question the officer,
“Why do you push us around?”
Make sure they know I wasn’t the first.
I come after Elizabeth Jennings Graham, Maggie Lena Walker, Pauli Murray,
JoAnn Robinson, Claudette Colvin,
Just to name a few.

Take me out of the bus.
Write that my actions did not begin in Montgomery.
I come from a legacy of activism.
Garveyites.
As a child, I would sit watch at night
with my grandfather
and his gun.
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My mother cringed when I picked up a brick
To confront a white bully.
When a white boy pushed me,
I pushed back.
Make sure they know I was not exactly “non-violent.”
After all, it was Malcom X,
Not Martin Luther King,
Who I called my personal hero.

Tell them that long before the bus,
I helped defend our boys in Scottsboro,
Write that I sought justice for my sisters,
Recy Taylor and Gertrude Perkins
Two of many.
And make sure they know I didn’t stop after Montgomery.
I moved up North to Detroit;
I fought against injustice there, too.
A freedom fighter’s job is never done.

Write that I championed Black Power,
Helped the Republic of New Afrika,
Combated police brutality,
And demanded better treatment for our people in prison.

I gave myself mentally, physically, and financially to the movement.
A freedom fighter’s job is never done.
How did I go for so long?
I always drew inspiration from the spirit of young people.
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But, make sure they know the struggle continues.
“Don’t give up and don’t say the movement is dead.”
And when you rewrite my story,
Write that I am Radical Rosa Parks.
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Ruby Hurley
By Jann'l Henry-Robinson
Write that I dedicated my life to those in the struggle.
I helped to secure the serenades of Marian on the steps of the
Lincoln.
I was there before Medgar was martyred.
I helped grow the NAACP’s youth chapter three-fold.
I was Southeast Regional director of the NAACP; the first.
I took up the fight for justice in Till’s death.
Write that I made sure to whisper Reverend Lee’s name; lest he become a distant memory.
Write that I trekked southward, to avenge the deaths of my people.
I empowered the youth to organize; to caucus; to rally.
I kicked in the doors of the deep South solidifying the NAACP’s permanent presence.
I knocked on doors, gathering, investigating, informing, inspecting.
I had roots in the North, but branched out to the South.
I worked for my people; black people; all people.
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Septima Poinsette Clarke
By Evon Barnes
Write that I realize the needs
For the yield from planted seeds
Mother--Haitian immigrant, father enslaved,
Both knew education was how I’d be saved.
Taught by a neighbor thanks to substandard schools,
Taught night adult literacy thanks to exclusionary rules.
South Carolina natives, exhausted from toil,
Entrusted me planting seeds in fertile soil
Using everyday items, often no physical room,
Taught that life’s measures were greater than coffee spoons.
Write that my membership in NAACP,
Costed a job at prestigious Booker T,
Better things were in store, seed yielded countless crops
Became director of Highlander workshops.
Esau Jenkins, my student, took matters in hands
Started rolling schools throughout SC farmlands
Land laborers sustaining the South’s economy,
Implored Jenkins: “Teach us to think critically.”
Result? Citizen schools which became part of SNCC,
Students wanted better- their learning was quick
Seed yielded roots sprouting plants which took hold,
Students taught others- see? Legacy unfolds.
Write that I wrote framework for Freedom Schools,
Highlighting everyone’s best as a general rule
Seed produced plants, plants produced crops,
Pro- integration, growth never stops
Pro- integration taught workshops for teachers
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Got union support, became a Seed Reacher,
Garnered support from the United Nations,
It takes is a seed to lay a foundation.
Write that I realize the needs
For the yield from planted seeds;
Mother--Haitian immigrant, father enslaved,
Seed yielded roots--see? Future is paved.
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Stokely Carmichael
By Crystal Proctor
Write that I… Stokely Carmichael
Misunderstood I Think I was
Ahead of my time I choose to claim
When I proclaim that black was powerful, the world was in
shock
But was I wrong?
When I questioned the leadership and the?
When I spoke out against my own organization and was “called home”, I was chastised.
But was I wrong?
When I told the masses it was time to think about Africa, I was laughed at
But was I wrong?
So now the world has caught up with me and instead of ridiculed I am revered.
Through “Black Power” I live on, misunderstood no more.
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T. R. M. Howard
By Rosie Frascella
Write that history and people are complex
That there are many ways to tell my story

Write that I was a doctor
That I saved lives both through my job and my activism
That at 15 I got my first job in a hospital from the white doctor who delivered me
That my intelligence, hard work and charisma impressed him so
That he paid for most of my medical school
And that I repaid him by taking his name -- Mason

Write that I helped give both Black and white women the right to chose by performing illegal
abortions
Write that I saved lives

You could write that I was the richest Black man in Mound Bayou and probably Mississippi, but
my actions spoke louder than my money

Write that I was a hardcore capitalists who loved cruising around in my Cadillac, dressing up and
gambling on horses
That my love for making money helped me organize against racism and injustice

Write that I knew the power of money and used it strategically
I gave Medgar Evers his first job selling insurance for my company.
I helped create a homegrown NAACP called the Regional Council for Negro Leadership
We led the boycott of gas stations, stickered cars with signs saying “Don’t Buy Gas Where You
Can’t Use the Restroom.”
We fought back against police brutality and made the highway patrol apologize for their deeds
Our limelight and successes surprised most Mississippians
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Our 1952 RCNL conference turned out more than 10,000 people to hear the words of Thurgood
Marshall and the soul of Mahalia Jackson
Write that I made my home the command center in the fight for Emmett Till’s justice
Write that even though Till’s murderers were acquitted I was sentenced to death threats and
eventually was forced to migrate north to keep my life

Write that I may have moved, but I never stopped fighting
Write that my spirit, not my money was my greatest strength

Write that I loved my people
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Teachers at the Beloved Community Center in Greensboro with Joyce and Nelson Johnson.

Teachers wore red in solidarity with public school teachers and students
in the Red 4 Ed campaign.
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